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WHY WE DRINK RAW JUICE
Juicing increases our consumption of raw fruit and
vegetables, beyond what we consume by eating alone.
Juicing allows our body to absorb nutrients
without overwhelming our system with large
amounts of indigestible fiber. Drinking juice can
(and should be) enjoyable. Nature’s vibrant flavors are
fun and surprising.

JUICE

INSOLUBLE FIBER

SOLUBLE FIBER

CONTAMINANTS

NUTRIENTS &
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Goodnature
Juice

Regular
Juice

WHAT’S IN A FRUIT/VEGETABLE?
LET’S BREAK IT DOWN:

JUICE

SOLUBLE FIBER

Nutrients like vitamins
and minerals, soluble
fiber, living enzymes,
phytonutrients, and
natural sugars are all
contained in the juice.

Soluble fiber is broken
down in the body and is
important in stabilizing
blood sugar levels,
lowering cholesterol,
and promoting a
healthy gut.

NUTRIENTS &
ENZYMES

INSOLUBLE
FIBER

The ultimate goal of
juicing is to consume as
much of the nutrients
and living enzymes as
possible. This is the
good stuff.

The tough outer-walls of
plant cells. Consuming
too much insoluble fiber
makes your digestive
system work harder to
absorb nutrients.

SEEDS

CONTAMINANTS

Particles of seeds
shouldn’t be consumed.
They give a bitter taste
to juice, and some
actually contain trace
amounts of arsenic.

The very outer layer of a
fruit or vegetable often
contains high levels
of pesticides, wax, or
preservatives (even on
some organic produce).

HOW THE GOODNATURE JUICE PRESS WORKS
A genuine Goodnature cold-press is a twostep process. The plants are chopped in the
grinder, then fall directly into the press for
squeezing.

the insoluble fiber including the skin, seeds,
and stems are left behind in the Goodnature
FreshFilter® press bag, which can be
composted after use.

During the squeezing process, the fruit is
not forced against a sharp screen like in
other methods; it is entirely stationary — a
gentle, natural process. After pressing, all of

Goodnature juice is clean, smooth,
consistent in color, contains no foam or
chunks, and stays fresh for days.

CLEAN & SMOOTH

Give your body maximum nutrients
without the burden of the other
stuff. Taste juice that’s simple, raw, and
memorable — the way nature intended.

All of the indigestible fiber including skin, seeds, and stems are
removed, leaving you with sweet, flavorful juice.

LASTS FOR DAYS

Nutrients and taste are preserved for an extended period of
time with the absence of heat, oxidation, and indigestible fiber.

BRIGHT & CONSISTENT

Patented process creates vibrant, colorful juice with minimal
foam and separation.

DOESN’T LAST LONG

Regular juice starts to separate within minutes of
extraction.

FOAMY, PULPY & CHUNKY

High in solids with lots of indigestible fiber-resulting in a
thicker and inconsistent mouth-feel.

BITTER

Taste can be bitter from the skins, seeds, and stem
particles that make their way into the juice.

CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT: JORDAN ROSENDALE, JK JUICES

Our mission is to provide Northwest Ohio
with the highest quality juice possible,
while also developing mutually beneficial
relationships within the community.
Our juices are sourced with local organic
farmers’ produce. We have worked with
the same farmers for 5 years now, and our
relationship with them is particularly
important to us - they provide us with the
freshest organic produce,
allowing us to serve the
best juice possible while
supporting our local
economy. Our decision
to create a juice truck
was about more than just
serving juice - it’s about
making healthy options
available to those who never thought eating
healthy could be delicious or easy. It’s about
inspiring people to find joy in being healthy,
loving yourself and truly feeling alive!
We serve in a smaller community that,
aside from JK Juices, has no other healthy
food options. We filled a gap our community
needed and was craving for. Over and over
again we hear, “Thank you for providing
this”, “I appreciate what you do for our
community”, and many health success
stories. We are so grateful to be the ones
serving health to our city. We often say,
“Health is applicable to everyone”. At some
point, we all want to choose health -- to
choose life. Whether it’s a daily choice or on
a new diet, we are here for them. We are here
for our community to serve them and help
accomplish their health goals.

We focus on simplicity and transparency.
Our product is simple; fruits and vegetables.
Our process is simple: juice it, bottle it, serve
it. Our menu is simple: 7 primary juices. Our
customers want simple. They often feel
eating healthy is complex and overwhelming.
They say there are too many options on the
market nowadays. Our customers value
how simple it is to come to the juice truck
and choose a healthy option made locally.
Everything necessary - in a single bottle.
We use a Goodnature press on our truck.
Customers love seeing the juice made fresh
right in front of them. They see value in the
transparency and simplicity.

Follow JK Juices on YouTube!
JORDAN ROSENDALE

X-1 Mini tackles the most common
concerns of businesses ready
to embark on the cold
pressed journey.

Our cold-press equipment
extracts more juice from the
produce, and cuts down on
valuable labor time, meaning
more juice for your hard
earned dollars. Decrease
waste, increase profit.

No assembly required. We
understand the importance of
commercial equipment being
easy to set-up and get going.
Simply unbox, plug it in, and
start producing the best juice
you’ve ever tasted. Runs on
standard 110v electrical outlet.

A true cold-press is a two step process – cutting
the fruit and vegetables to expand the plant cells,
then gently, but firmly, applying enough pressure to
extract all of the nutrient dense juice that nature has
provided for us.

The X-1 Mini is a compact,
all-in-one cold-press
system. Small enough to
fit neatly on a counter, you
can now produce gallons of
cold-pressed juice right in
front of your customers in a
beautiful way.

Our new G2 Cold-Press System
has no dangerous pinch
points and allows for minimal
exposure to air, utilizing our
closed pressing system. The
safest and most sanitary
juicing system available.

Forty years after Dale Wettlaufer founded
Goodnature, we are proud to announce our G2 ColdPress System. With upgraded grinding and pressing
innovations, you can now process a wider variety of
fruit and veggies in the cleanest, safest, most efficient
way possible.
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Setting the
new standard
in the industry
...again
PRESSAFE INTERLOCKS
Grinder and press are fully enclosed while operating.
This helps protect the juice from contamination and the
operator from injury.

WHOLEFRUIT HOPPER
With a 4.3 inch wide mouth, there’s no need to cut or peel
most fruit and vegetables. Easily feed Herbivore® whole
bunches of kale and whole apples.

HERBIVORE® GRINDER
Our new patent pending grinder loves kale just as
much as it loves apples, ginger, and even almonds,
making it the most versatile grinder ever created.

ADAPTIVE PRESSING SYSTEM

FRESHFILTER® PRESS BAGS

Both the grinder and press intelligently adapt their speed
or pressure to your recipe. Don’t worry about changing
blades or twisting knobs, simple one-button operation.

Compostable, biodegradable press bags made from renewable
resources. Limited use bags cut down on labor time and help
protect your customers from foodborne illness.
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PRODUCE UP TO

ELEGANT DESIGN

CONTINUOUS DUTY

We partnered with Christopher Flechtner, worldfamous designer of Slayer espresso machines to
bring the market not only something functional,
but beautiful.

Finally a juicer that works as hard as you do. The
X-1 Mini can be operated continuously without
overheating or needing a break.

PRODUCE UP TO

40-60 Bottles

45-65 Ounces

PER HOUR (12 OZ SERVINGS)

PER BATCH (1.3 - 1.5 LITERS)

X-1 MINI PRO – TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

SELF CLEARING

COMPACT AND PORTABLE

Both the grinder and the press are designed to
leave minimal residue behind. No need to rinse
between most recipes.

Weighing just 150 pounds and running on
normal 110v electricity, the X-1 Mini can be
your favorite travel companion. Farmers
markets, catering, and food trucks are now the
perfect home for fresh juice.

CAPACITY

5 - 7 LB (2.3 -3.1 KG) PER PRESS

MAX OUTPUT

40-60 OUNCES (1.18 - 1.77 LITERS) PER PRESS, DEPENDENT ON RECIPE

ELECTRICAL RATINGS (US)

SINGLE PHASE, 120V, 60HZ, 9 AMPS

ELECTRICAL RATINGS (EU)

SINGLE PHASE, 220-240V, 50-60 HZ, 2 AMPS

RATINGS / CERTIFICATIONS

NSF/ANSI STD 8, UL STD 763, CERTIFIED TO CSA STD C22.2 #195 CE
COMPLIANT IEC TESTED

WEIGHT

150LB (68 KG)

DIMENSIONS

31”H X 15”W X 27”D | 79CM X 38CM X 69CM

MANUFACTURING

MADE IN BUFFALO, NY, USA – NAFTA CERTIFICATE AVAILABLE
UPON REQUEST

WARRANTY

COMES STANDARD WITH ONE YEAR PARTS AND LABOR WARRANTY.
EXTENDED WARRANTY AVAILABLE FOR PURCHASE.

WHISPER QUIET

EASY CLEANING

The X-1 Mini is powered by air, not hydraulics,
making it lighter, quieter, and safer than a
hydraulic press. Run it in front-of-house without
disturbing your customers.

Disassemble the machine in seconds without the
use of tools. All materials in the food zone are
easily lifted out making deep cleaning a snap.

Order today!
Online at www.goodnature.com or
contact us at 1 800-875-3381 | info@goodnature.com

WE ARE GOODNATURE

Welcome to our world.
A place where inspiration does not fall far from the tree.
We are a family business with a mission to elevate the juicing
experience by crafting the world’s greatest juice equipment.
Bringing out the best of nature, since 1976.

VISIT US AT GOODNATURE.COM

@GoodnaturePro
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